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This is a new and unique opportunity, funded by the UKRI and is part of the UK Strategic Priorities Fund programme on Transforming the UK Food System.

https://www.foodsecurity.ac.uk/research/foodsystems-spf/
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Q&A
1. Project kernels? – core project ideas provided by research supervisors to students; will bring together two 

supervisors

2. Candidates? – can be students graduating this year or people already in work. Seeking greatest diversity of student 
intake.

3. Financial support through kernel phase to students? Yes, there is a registration fee and research support – will go to 
partners

4. How does confidentiality work btwn industrial partners who may be competitors? – most work will be 
precompetitive. Working to finalise arrangements on IP issues. New UKRI toolkit on academic and business partner 
collaboration (to be published soon)

5. Foreign students? Yes, even those outside UK/EEA – up to 30% of cohort; must come to work on UK food system –
can work on international issues affecting UK FS

6. What support for students with other caring responsibilities? – Yes, seeking inclusion; sharing best practices from 
other CDTs; Greenwich EOI office assisting with training

7. How do we set up a project application? – Will not be application process per se. If you want to get involve, suggest 
project kernel and engage with FS Academy (collaboration with other universities, etc)

8. Do you need partners from other universities? – Studentships will be equally shared out among partners. Students 
will receive training at two partner institutions



Q&A
9. Does research have to be UK based – e.g. chocolate production overseas? Yes, if it can be shown to relate directly to UK food system

10. Form for project kernels? – Yes, will be a standard form – under development

11. Membership for Academy? – Open membership structure. Write to NRI to make case for membership.

12. Are there qualifications required to be considered for studentships? – Yes, there are English IL standards (7.0 score – equates to standards of 
Open University); in application form there is also expectation of UK Bachelors equivalent; also in application seeking interest and capacity 
to work in interdisciplinary manner, to think outside the box

13. Would sustainability of food crops overseas be linked to sustainability of UK food system – Only if there is a tangible link to the UK food 
system

14. Can current Ph.D. students already involved in a food systems research in partner institutions be involved in the CDT? – Yes, should be scope 
for their involvement in the Academy; will be a tiered membership arrangement, details still being worked out.

15. Who are the 50 partners who will be involved in the Academy? – They are in the proposal, but modalities still being finalised. Still need to 
firm up their roles and responsibilities – what they will contribute to the CDT. Is a negotiated process to be agreed, including the level of 
visibility they would like to have or their level of contribution.

16. Will students who received BA/BSc or MA/MSc in UK, will they be exempt from providing language certificate – Yes, if they meet 
requirements or have clear documented academic record in UK or other programme, but will be dealt with on case by case basis.

17. Does interdisciplinarity require the social sciences? – Yes, probably, call for proposals required social and physical sciences. UKRI wants to 
see clear social science input related to food system transformation.

18. Preparing for transition to work? – Key part of the Academy – working with Associate Partners; students will gain contacts through two 
placements and working in collaboration with partners. There will be other events planned to help with transition to world of work.

19. Vision of success? – Create leaders who will become head of the Food Standards Agency, etc.


